A good deal of looking often happens without conscious listening among all participants. A worthy goal for the composer and performer is to bring both inclusive and exclusive listening to consciousness and consciousness to listening. Dedicating attention to sound and sounding in consonance with the acoustical space best achieves this goal.
Deep Listening®
6 is a multi-dimensional practice created with the intention of heightening awareness of sound and sounding to connect profoundly with sensations, feelings, memories and dreams. The ultimate intention is the expansion of the consciousness of listening.
For architects the look of the space may take precedence over acoustics. For the audience looking at performers may take attention away from listening. Internal visual imagery triggered by sound may also divide the attention of the listener, distracting from a fuller consciousness of sound.
The desirable integration of looking and listening during which the two modes -visual and auditory -are approximately equal and mutually supportive comes with conscious practice.
Listening with eyes closed in order to heighten and develop auditory attention is especially recommended. This is also true for performers if they are not reading music or trying deliberately to draw attention to themselves.
If a performer is modeling listening the audience is likely to sense or feel the listening and be inspired to listen as well. As soloist and member of the Deep Listening Band 7 (founded by the author in 1988 with Stuart Dempster and Panaiotis) the shared mission is to seek out, listen to and interact with unusual spaces in order to make music. The band, through the practice of Deep Listening explores natural, constructed, imaginary and virtual spaces with the purpose of savoring their acoustical characteristics. These characteristics in our improvisations are a musical parameter -as are melody, rhythm, harmony or timbre. Gamper.
ICAD-68
The instruments heard in the example were trombone, didjeridu, accordion and voice. The reverberation time of this underground cistern is 45 seconds. The difference between the direct and reflected sound in this venue is almost impossible to discern. Layering, phasing and standing waves emphasizing and deemphasizing harmonics and partials transform the more recognizable sounds of the instruments. The experience of performing in the cistern was like being inside a hall of audio mirrors. The cistern itself was performing. 
Photo by Alan Courtis
Quite opposite to the experience of playing in such a reverberant space was a singular experience of performing solo accordion in the Biblioteca National 11 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The hall was extremely quiet. The sound of the accordion and its acoustics could be heard directly -There was a near perfect coupling of instrument and hall. The softest sound made could be heard anywhere in the hall. Though the pirate cassette recording from that concert is of low quality the memory stands out as one of the most unusual performance experiences ever. The richness
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Soundfile: BiblotecaNatExcerpt.wav * * *
Figure 5. The chapel of the Pomfret School in Pomfret Connecticut
St. George and the Dragon (1991) 12 an accordion solo recorded in the chapel of the Pomfret School in Connecticut is an interaction with the chapel's acoustics, including a noisy squirrel who joined the music! As requested the room microphones were aimed at the acoustic reflections from the walls and mixed with the direct mics from inside the accordion in order to record the duet that was performed with the space.
Soundfile: St_George_and_the_Dragon_excerpt.wav * * * The notion of duet playing with space occurred in 1960 while experimenting with reel-to-reel tape recorders. The short time delay between record head and playback head could be used to create reverberation depending on the amplitude of the delayed sound. This tape delay 13 effect could be extended by passing the stereo tape from the supply reel from recorder one to the take up reel of recorder two. Sounds from both tracks could be routed using a patch bay from the second machine back to the first in a variety of configurations, short and longer time delays and out to multiple speakers. (mixers were not yet available)
Though the recorded results were in stereo there were virtually four channels sounding. Sound sources for the improvisations were heterodyned oscillators. The iterated sounds were layered and transformed by phasing from the returning sounds in the tape delay system. (1966) 14 is an example improvised in real time that uses the tape delay system described above.
I of IV
Soundfile: IofIV_excerpt.wav 
Applied to the accordion or any other acoustic instrument or voice the Expanded Instrument System (EIS). (Pronounced ICE)
is a tool for creating and using virtual spaces 15 within acoustical
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Crone Music (1989) 16 is music created with solo accordion and Expanded Instrument System (EIS) still in an analog version. There is the illusion of one space morphing to another. Qualitative change occurs in voices and instruments in relationships with changing spaces that ordinarily are held in a stationary acoustic paradigm.
Soundfile: CroneMusic_excerpt.wav
Digital technology makes it possible to go further. A virtual space may sound like the inside of a teacup, a cathedral, or a closet. More than one space may be perceived simultaneouslyseveral sounds may be perceived in separate spaces -a single sound could seem to be sounding from a space inside some other space and endless other creative configurations.
Such progressions may move with continually changing characteristics such as shape, volume and reverberation time and parameters incorporating a range of spatial motion from very slow to very fast. Acoustical characteristics that may be performed as an active and changing musical parameter makes it possible for a single sound to have a multi-dimensional existence -or many contextsduring a performance. This understanding of alternate ways of listening to foreground and background offers new possibilities for improvisers, composers, audiences and architects.
Soundfile: MovingSpaces_binau.wav 
